EMR (Electronic
medical records)
keeping

Write prescriptions in
20 Indian languages.

Cross platform
data portability

Access all your data
from the cloud

Create FDA
approved
prescriptions

One Doctor multiple locations/
One Location multiple doctors

PRACTICE MADE PERFECT!

Your clinic needs are answered with one simple, turn-key software solution.
Your demanding practice is about giving your patients all your care and attention. The paperwork and scheduling only
makes it cumbersome.
InnovoCare will share the load, leaving you more time to focus on your practice and medicine.
Introducing InnovoCare, a unique Clinic Management Software that helps you first-hand to breeze through your clinical
practice. Developed by world-class software developers and engineers in collaboration with top of the line practicing
specialist doctors, InnovoCare empowers you to be in complete control of every aspect of your practice.

BENEFITS

• Enhance productivity		
• Boost efficiency
Big or small, InnovoCare is configured to give you the smart
edge in managing your clinical practice the innovative way.
Using cutting-edge technology backed by real-time cloud
computing, InnovoCare eliminates the need for repetitive tasks,
cumbersome paperwork, and scheduling hassles.
EMR: THE ONLY WAY FORWARD
The only way forward for the medical fraternity is EMR
(Electronic Medical Records). INNOVCARE keeps EMR of
patients visiting your clinic enabling you to run analyses to
sharpen your medical insight.
MULTILINGUAL: SPEAK THE TONGUE
One of InnovoCare’s greatest strength is its ability to
disseminate prescription instructions in 20 Indian languages.
With the language barrier removed, it is easier for patients
to follow the instructions in vernacular.

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE: CLOUD-BASED
Unique data cloud gives you access to your data anytime,
anywhere.
PORTABILITY: DATA ON THE GO
InnovoCare’s mobile computing aspect and cross-platform
availability ensures high performance over Desktop,
Android, and iOS. Work from any mobile device, anytime,
from anywhere without an internet connection. Synchronize
data with the InnovoCare cloud once connected.
PRESCRIPTIONS: IN A JIFFY
With FDA regulations requiring prescriptions to carry
generic along with brand names and in capital letters,
InnovoCare simplifies writing prescriptions. Its unique
prescription manager allows you the comfort of simply
searching the database by brand names and printing the
generic as well as brand name in the final prescription! All
of this at the click of a button.

SOME ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
1. No capital expenditure on expensive hardware like
servers. All you need is an internet enabled desktop/
laptop and you are set.
2. Easy to use interface: Hassle free operation from
Firefox/Chrome/iExplorer browsers.
3. No installation or data backup worries.
4. Plug-and-Play software: Start using software within hours
if you want to use the existing templates.

FEATURES

InnovoCare is a user-friendly, feature-packed solution that
offers superior performance and reliability.
FRONT OFFICE
1. Schedule clinic-wise, doctor wise, specialty-wise
appointments per time slot.
2. Update incoming patient status with a single click
‘Check-in’ process.
3. “Check-out” patients and update fee collection, again
on a single click.
4. Automatic ‘No Show’ indicator for absent patients.
5. Easily reschedule or cancel appointments
DOCTOR
1. Micro specialty-specific patient record formats.
2. Access patient history through a single screen instantly.
3. Pre-fed master templates for minimum data entry effort.
4. Generate quick prescriptions through the prescription
manager.
5. In-application facility to store and retrieve patient-wise
digital X-Ray/CT/MRI/Ultrasound/files using doctor’s
personal Google drive account.
6. Send appointment and other important alerts by SMS
or e-mail alerts from iPad/iPhone/Android apps to
patients.
7. Update operation notes using pre-fed templates.
8. Update patient records after phone/e-mail consultations
from iPad/Android app.
9. Generate daily reports and tally fee collections at end
of each day.
10. Access and update patient records 24x7x365 from
iPad/iPhoneAndroid apps.
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SPECIALTIES

InnovoCare is engineered to be used by medical specialists
across the board due to its unique modular design. It is
currently available for General Medicine, Orthopedics and
Pediatrics with more coming on the table in the next few
months.
InnovoCare is equipped with unique specialty-specific features.
GENERAL MEDICINE
1. Record family, personal & past history in the first
encounter.
2. Update General Examination, Chief Complaints, On
Examination and Diagnosis for every encounter quickly
using predefined templates.
3. Easily view the General Examination history for all
encounters in a single click.
4. View family, personal and past history in one single screen.
5. Record general remarks and allergies.
6. Create FDA prescribed formatted prescriptions quickly
using the prescription manager.
7. View prescription of last encounter in the patient record
for ongoing encounter.
8. Enables Front Office updates of investigation results
through separate screen.
PEDIATRICS
1. Update delivery type, date of birth and birth weight at
first encounter.
2. Facility of vitals entry by front office to increase patient
turnover.
3. See history of vitals progress.
4. Vaccination schedule automatically created at first
encounter.
5. Enter chief complaints/OE and diagnosis/ investigations
for every encounter quickly using predefined templates.
6. Set well-being alerts and milestones.
7. Record general remarks and allergies.
8. Give general and medicine instructions in 20 Indian
language scripts.
9. Enter fees/vaccination amounts to be collected by Front
Office.
10. Create prescriptions in not more than a few minutes as
per FDA prescribed formats.
11. Mobile application for parents giving appointment,
medicine and vaccination alerts and record of all the
encounters with the pediatrician.
ORTHOPEDICS
1. Micro specialty variants in shoulder/spine/knee and
general orthopedics available.
2. Pull ROM and UCLA scores including surgery,
investigation and X-ray from master templates for
updating patient records.
3. Pre-fed surgery, investigation and X-ray templates for
easy update of records.
4. Update operation details and notes with minimum clicks
and data entry.
5. Send auto appointment and scheduled investigation
alerts by SMS and email.

